
If you plan to explore the trail less traveled, 
coast a sandy beach or head out to your 
favorite hunting spot in the woods, the 
Segway® Personal Transporter (PT) x2 SE 
easily negotiates rugged terrain and is the 
right choice for you. It’s deeply treaded tires, 
wider track and higher ground clearance give 
you the safe, smooth and stable ride you 
expect — and its oversized handles make it 
easy to hoist in or out of almost any vehicle.

The Segway PT x2 SE is perfect for adventure riders, RV travelers, 
outdoor enthusiasts, hunters, bird watchers – nature lovers and 
explorers of all kinds.

FEATURES

Wide Platform Our wide base platform is optimized for
rider comfort

LeanSteer With quick removal for easy storage
and transport in almost any vehicle

Gliding Lights Ensure your PT can be readily seen in 
low light conditions

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight 120 lbs.

Tire Width 8”

54.4 kg

20 cm

Footprint 21” x 33” 67 cm x 84 cm

Max Speed 12.5 mph 20 kph

Range* Up to 12 mi Up to 19 km

Take It Off The Beaten Path

*Actual range depends on terrain, payload and riding style
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Low pressure tires glide gently over a wide variety of terrain and 
ensure a comfortable ride, yet still provide the traction needed to 
easily navigate steep hills and off-road landscapes. The package 
is available in the Mossy Oak Break-Up Infinity™ pattern and is
compatible with our SegSolution quick release storage options.

Nature lovers remain undetected thanks to the PT’s nearly silent
motor and Mossy Oak Break-Up Infinity customization. The quick 
release storage system allows for conveniently carrying whatever 
you’d like to bring along (binoculars, camera and provisions) on 
your adventure. This package also delivers a handlebar accessory 
that features a smartphone/tablet articulating mount to help 
riders navigate and stay connected.  

This solution is an enhancement of our Adventure package. It 
features a quick release storage system for easy loading and 
unloading, practically transports basic hunting equipment — and 
a gun scabbard can be added*. Finally, this configuration offers
the incredibly useful Power Pack Front Mount Case that provides  
hunters more storage as well as a 12 volt battery to power 
additional  lighting or a smartphone/tablet.  

Camo your glide, venture out and explore -- purely for fun! This 
package appeals to the inner warrior in all of us with its Mossy 
Oak Break-Up Infinity camouflage pattern. It’s adhered to the 
LeanSteer, center console and fenders with a robotics application
process to ensure a superior quality finish.

ADVENTURE SOLUTION

TURF SOLUTION

SILENT HUNTER SOLUTION

CAMOUFLAGE SOLUTION

For detailed information on the components and cost of each accessory package, please refer to the SegSolutions Dealer and Distributor Overview or 
contact your Regional Sales Director. To place an order, contact Customer Care.

*Gun scabbard will be available in late 2014
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